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GROWING OUR 
FAMILY

Joe and   Monica



ABOUT US
We met in 2001 during high school and were friends for years prior to 
beginning dating in 2006. We married in 2009, on Monica’s grandparents’ 
50th wedding anniversary. Our marriage is based on mutual respect, 
understanding, and constant give and take. Monica works as an employee 
engagement program manager, and Joe works as a marketing manager. We 
enjoy being outside together camping, hiking, biking, and attending sporting 
events. We have three children: Maddyx, Aurora, and Jaymeson. We adopted 
Maddyx in 2015 and also had Aurora the same year. Jaymeson joined the fun 
in 2017. Monica would describe Joe as an incredible father who brings joy and 
laughter to all those around him. He is charismatic, kind, and a bit sarcastic!  
Joe would describe Monica as the most amazing mother any child could ask for 
who provides a loving, caring, and fun environment for children to grow up in. 

OUR ADOPTION STORY
We have always known adoption would be a part of our family story. During college, 
Monica nannied for a family who had adopted two children and saw the relationships and 
mutual respect it created between the families and the children. Fast forward to our desire 
to start our family: We applied for adoption and were picked by a birth mother in 2015. 
The relationship with our birth mother is open and honest and is built on trust. We know 
in our hearts we would like to conclude our family the way it began, through adoption. 

OUR HOME AND PETS
We live in a four-bedroom, two-story home on a cul-de-sac in a quiet suburban neighborhood in Wisconsin. 
We are surrounded by neighbors with young children who can often be found playing together between the 
yards. Our home is fully equipped with loads of toys and a playroom. We cannot wait for your child to join our 
family. We have two dogs who love affection, playing fetch, and licking the faces of new people they meet.
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Occupation: Employee  
Engagement Program Manager

Education: Master’s degree

Race: Caucasian

Religion: Christian

Sport: Football (college & NFL)

Hobby: Camping

Tradition: Camping trips!

Musical Group: Taylor Swift

Movie: How to Lose a Guy  
in 10 Days

TV Show: This Is Us

Subject in School: Math

Book: When We Believed  
in Mermaids

more about MONICA

Occupation: Marketing Manager

Education: MBA

Race: Caucasian

Religion: Christian

Sport: Golf, football

Hobby: Camping, golfing

Tradition: Disney trips

Musical Group: Red Hot  
Chili Peppers

Movie: Scent of a Woman

TV Show: Seinfeld

Subject in School: History

Book: Green Lights

more about JOE



We are both the youngest of three kids. Joe has two older sisters, one who  lives 20 minutes 
away and the other in Connecticut!  Joe’s parents live in Florida, and we love visiting them while 
taking the kids to Disney each year. Monica has an older sister who is her best friend and lives 
close by and a brother who lives on a lake where many adventures occur.  

Both sets of grandparents are actively involved in our lives. We have 11 nieces and nephews 
who love getting together and making memories. We have so many family traditions, including 
the holidays and an annual camping trip with family. We cannot wait to add your child into the 
beauty that is our large extended family.

our families
AND TRADITIONS



Although our hearts are filled with joy at the prospect of you choosing us as the adoptive parents for your child, 
we can’t begin to comprehend how difficult of a decision this is for you. We admire the strength and courage you 
possess that brought you to consider the ultimate gift of adoption.

Adoption has been an integral part of our family from the beginning. In 2015 we adopted our oldest son. After 
having two more children, we truly feel completing our family with adoption, the way it started, is what we are 
meant to do as parents. If you choose us, your baby would be surrounded by the love of two parents and three 
siblings and would have the opportunity to go camping, take trips to Disney World, go on family hikes and bike 
rides, and bake cookies on a random Saturday morning.  

Our hearts are filled with so many dreams for our children, but we will allow them to become exactly the person 
they are meant to be. Throughout their lives, we will continue to tell them the story of the brave choice that was 
made so they were able to become part of our family. We hope you give us the opportunity to become part of your 
life as well as that of your child. We would be honored to embark on the journey of adoption together with you.

Joe & Monica

dear expectant mother
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